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Who’s created the art we want to look at, experience, and read about? The performances we’ve wanted to be a part of (or 
REALLY wanted to avoid)? Which are the voices in the art world we’ve felt compelled to listen to this year, even if we don’t 
agree with them? Who’s surprised us, shocked us, woken us out of our stupor?

We’re not just looking at the young guns (the oldest artist on this list will be 60 next year); more those who have shifted up 
a gear and are grabbing our attention.

In a year dominated by major political upheavals—in Europe and beyond—this wasn’t the moment for a round-up that 
obediently reflected sales figures and institutional exhibitions. Not to say we’re ignoring them, but we also wanted to look 
beyond, to the art world’s disruptors, influencers, agitators, and organizers. We need their input, now, more than ever.

8. Anna-Sophie Berger (Born 1989, Aus-
tria. Lives and works in Vienna)

Berger’s been a busy bee this year, 
with work in 14 group shows (count ‘em) 
stretching from Stavanger to Mexico City. 
She’s also had solo outings of various fla-
vours in Bregenz, Munich, and her home-
town of Vienna, where, as the first winner 
of the Kapsch Contemporary Art Prize, 
she got a show at MUMOK. Berger stud-
ied fashion design, and an understanding 
of the nuances of visual communication 
informs her work: at MUMOK she’s taken 
parabolic reflectors out of a local play-
ground and installed them as a low-tech 
comms system in the gallery. Anna-Sophie Berger, Exhibition view ©Klaus Pichler.


